THE HIGH MIDDLE AGES
heretofore, but on goods: they agreed, as aa exceptional gift, to
give him the value of one-fifteenth of their movables. We shall
see what effect this precedent had.
The Plan to recover the Plantagenet Inheritance in
France.    In 1223 Philip Augustus, who had so successfully
overrun and captured John's inheritance in France, died.   The
English government claimed that his son Louis (the one who
had tried to become King of England, and who now succeeded
to the French throne) had given when he left England some sort
of pledge to restore to the English Crown the Plantagenet
provinces—Normandy and the rest—over which the King of
France was supreme.   The claim was pressed.   Before anything
could come of it the King of France (Louis VIII) died, in 1226,
leaving as his successor yet another Louis (St Louis IX), who
was as yet but a child in his eleventh year.   The French nobles
took advantage of the minority to rebel;  but this opportunity
for action on the part of the young King of England was thrown
away.  An army was assembled at Portsmouth, but the transport
was insufficient, and the situation led to a quarrel between
Hubert de Burgh and young Henry.  There was thus no fighting
as yet.   Hubert de Burgh fell from power, but there followed a
worse state of affairs for the monarchy than his administration
had been, for the principal places began to be filled with nobles
from the former French possessions.   John's widow, Isabella,
the mother of the King, had married the great Lusignan Baron
of Poitou, and was urging the recovery of the lands which had
been lost in the early years of her former marriage.  The people
who under her influence were given lucrative places in England
were of exactly the same sort as the barons in England—that is,
these were not the born subjects of Henry, though many of them
the great barons whose main property was in England was that
these were not the born subjects of Henry, though many of them
had been the born subjects of Henry's father.   There was no
objection to  a foreign-born baron holding an English fief
hereditarily—the King of Scotland was in that position, and so
was Simon de Montfort, Earl of Leicester; the objection was the
giving to nobles from Poitou and the French provinces of posts
and endowments which the native-born nobles thought to be
theirs of right.
The Breakdown of Revenue.   Papal Taxation.   The
discontent was increased by the new Papal taxation of the

